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+ LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
A fundamental value of Voices on the Border is transparency, which leads us to consider the
importance of being accountable for the work we do. In response to this commitment, we
want to share with you the third quarter report of 2018. This third quarter has been a period
of mixed emotions; on the one hand we are pleased to have completed an impressive number
of activities and are certain we are firmly moving forward with our 2018 goals. On the other
hand, we are deeply saddened by the violence that many Salvadorans are facing. In one of our
partner communities of only 22 families, this violence recently provoked the forced
displacement of 7 of these families. Though extremely difficult, this situation reaffirms our
mission of accompaniment, especially during the most critical moments. We invite you to visit
our Special Fundraiser for these families. We are increasingly convinced that the best way to
prevent violence is through education, which is why we continue to technically and
economically support three preschools, various elementary schools and one public high school
in the Bajo Lempa. We have also continued a training process, which aims to increase the
motivation, knowledge, analytical skills and self-management for a group of 26 leaders
representing 10 Bajo Lempa communities. We also supported community Octavio Ortiz in the
evaluation of their 2013-2018 strategic plan. In northern Morazán, we have continued to
support the development of internal processes and community service activities facilitated by
the Citizen Network of Morazán Women and the youth of AJUDEM. Two important and
motivating delegations visited El Salvador during the months of July and August. The first was a
group from Carlos Rosario International School in Washington, D.C. and the second was from
South Bay Sanctuary Covenant of Palo Alto,
California.
Finally, we are pleased to
announce that during this past quarter,
through a process that has included a broad
consultation of our bases both in El Salvador
and in the United States, we began
undertaking an important task; the
formulation of our new strategic plan. None
of this would be possible without the active
participation of our local communities and
partner groups in El Salvador; without the
capacity and delivery of our staff; without the
leadership of our board of directors; and
above all, without the trust and support we
receive from people, organizations and
foundations in the United States, to whom we
express our sincere gratitude.
Fraternal greetings to all!
José Roberto Acosta,
Director of Voices on the Border

+ OUR ACTIVITIES
Promoting Access to Quality Education in the Bajo Lempa
Over the past three months, we have continued to support formal education in Octavio Ortiz,
Amando López, the Island of Monte Cristo, La Tirana and Presidio. We have also initiated
working relationships with schools in San Juan del Gozo, Ciudad Romero and Nueva Esperanza.

Specific Activities:
1. The donation of a boat and improvement of the school infrastructure on the Island of
Monte Cristo
2. Monthly financial support for the critical operational expenses of the Octavio Ortiz,
Amando López and Presidio preschools
3. Amando López elementary school:
a. Monthly payment of school transportation for bused-in students
b. Financing the special needs classroom and teacher WATCH VIDEO
c. Installation of a 16-meter high tower, for Internet connection (in process)
4. Monthly payment for school transportation for students from La Tirana, Las Mesas,
Octavio Ortiz and Amando López, who are enrolled in the Nueva Esperanza's high school
distance learning program
5. Successfully organizing a group of 40 teachers to be trained in a sexual and reproductive
health education program offered by the University of New Mexico.
6. In July, we led a special delegation focused on cross-cultural awareness and innovative
pedagogy, where educators from the Amando López community and Carlos Rosario
International School in Washington D.C., developed workshops, exchanged ideas and
defined a long-term shared vision.

School of Political Formation
In 2017, we received support from
the Flora Family Foundation through
a three-year grant aimed at
encouraging leadership and selfmanagement in 15 Bajo Lempa
communities. An important aspect of
this support is the training and
analysis surrounding short-term
issues that strengthen the capacities
of organized groups of men and
women who lead their community
development processes. At the beginning of this year we began carrying out a training process
we call the School of Political Education, which includes workshops on the following topics:
ü Transnational corporations and human rights WATCH VIDEO
ü Economic models and the development of peoples
ü Planning and evaluation of community work
The grant also requires we release one investigative report per year. In 2017, we published a
report entitled "The Human Right to Water in El Salvador" and because of this piece, José
Simeón Cañas University (UCA) invited Voices on the Border to contribute to their edition of
"The Water Crisis in El Salvador: Facts and Challenges." We gladly
accepted the invitation; the book was recently published and is
being widely disseminated. This year we will be updating our
research on sugarcane monoculture, which we have already begun
to undertake and hope to conclude by next November. Evaluation of
the Strategic Plan of community Octavio Ortiz With the financial
support of the South Bay Sanctuary Covenant, at the end of 2012 we
facilitated a strategic planning process with the newly elected board
of directors of community Octavio Ortíz that resulted in a 6-year
strategic plan. During June and July 2018 we carried out a
participatory evaluation of its execution. In 2012, the board of
directors proposed challenging goals, the construction of a new
communal center, securing dignifying housing, organizing new
artistic groups, promoting sports, developing productive enterprises, etc. In 2018, the
evaluation concluded that 95% of all their goals had been achieved, which demonstrates the
impressive organization and management capacity of this community. The evaluation period
included workshops, interviews and reviewing reports and other documents about the
community work that was carried out. An official report was published as a result of this
analysis and was presented to the community and to the civil society organizations and
government institutions that supported the development of Octavio Ortiz. READ THE REPORT

A New Project with Morazán Youth
In June we started a project that is developing
healthy eating habits in Morazán called "Food and
Nutritional Education for Children and Youth of
Ciudad Segundo Montes." This project is being
implemented by the Youth Association for the
Development of Morazán (AJUDEM), whose main
purpose is to promote the integral development
of young people through the delivery of diverse
community based programs, one of them being
"the School of Nutrition," a space where youth
can learn about the importance of nutrition and the preparation of healthy foods. The goal is
to train 300 students and 50 teachers from different Ciudad Segundo Montes schools on
nutrition and healthy eating. AJUDEM has achieved the following thanks to their responsibility
and motivation:
ü Four special classes on nutrition and food
security offered to 150 students of Ciudad Segundo
Montes.
ü Six educational workshops of nutrition given to
children and young people of Ciudad Segundo
Montes.
ü Four cooking classes in which children and
young people learned to prepare 8 nutritious and
practical food recipes.
ü A gathering of popular education teachers to
develop strategies for the implementation of food
and nutrition education in their own elementary schools.

Historical Memory Project

The first of three collective memory
workshops recently took place in community
Amando López. These workshops, individual
testimonies and an archival system are the
three main features of the community's
current memory project. It was proposed by
the community and is being led by its young
leaders and older founders, so that their
history may not be forgotten. A team of 8 dedicated community members is leading the
project and is facilitating the different activities within the community. The goal is to allow 75
people, who range in age and background, to contribute to the construction of their own
historical narrative both personally and collectively. The program is based on a similar project
we developed in Ciudad Segundo Montes that you can read about HERE.

Accompanying the Network of Morazán Women
The women’s network is advancing in the
development of their official resource guide
aimed at safeguarding victims of sexual
violence and ensuring accompaniment,
healing and justice for survivors and their
families in Morazán. A group of 28 leaders,
representing the six associations of the
Citizen Network of Morazán Women
(RCMM), have so far developed their
objectives for the document, identified the
main actors involved and designed appropriate protocols for each of those actors to enact
when faced when incidents of are reported. WATCH VIDEO
Upcoming workshops:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Healthy Relationships and Self-defense
Seeking Justice
Support for Victims and their Families
Institutional Responsibility

The network will synthesize the contributions
made during the workshops and construct an
integrative resource guide and eventually
present the final draft to Morazán’s
established intersectoral round table on
women’s issues. The ultimate goal is to have
the actors identified by the network sign contracts committing them to participate as
described in the presented document.

+ US VISITS TO EL SALVADOR
An Educational Exchange

In early July, a group of 5 teachers and the
educational director from Carlos Rosario
International School made their way to El
Salvador with the main purpose of beginning
a dynamic relationship with community
Amando López. During that week, both the
Carlos Rosario group and Amando López
educators developed a series of workshops
with the objective of sharing and
strengthening knowledge about the teachinglearning process.

Some of the topics addressed were:
ü Curriculum design
ü Methodology for sexual and
reproductive health education
ü Comprehensive reading techniques
ü Self-care of educators
The D.C. group also fundraised and donated
$2,000 to the school, which they have
begun to utilize for the implementation of
high speed Internet. WATCH VIDEO

Celebrating a Legacy of Solidarity

In August, we welcomed the annual South Bay Sanctuary Covenant (SBSC) back to El Salvador.
This group is a historical ally of VOICES who began their relationship in 1988, with their first
organized delegation to the Colomoncagua refugee camp in Honduras. This year we developed
an intense and interesting agenda. In San Salvador, we held meetings with leaders of civil
society organizations and officials from the Vice Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which allowed us to
better understand the current situation in El Salvador in regards to the recent migration
phenomenon. In Morazán, in addition to visiting sites of historical interest such as El Mozote
and the Museum of the Revolution, we met with our partner groups AJUDEM and the Pastoral
Team of San Luis, who shared their work and analysis of the reality in Morazán. One of the
main objectives of SBSC annual delegation is to visit its sister community, Octavio Ortiz in the
Bajo Lempa where we stayed for a few days, living with families and holding working meetings
with the board of directors to evaluate 2017's achievements and plan upcoming projects.
Monte Cristo Island is located a few kilometers from Octavio Ortiz, and due to it being isolated
with restricted access, its ability to educate its young people has been negatively impacted
over the years. The school principal reached out to us for help, we in turn contacted SBSC who
graciously funded a small grant with which we were able to purchase a seaworthy boat for
official school use; specifically the transportation of resources and teaching staff. For VOICES,
it is always a gratifying experience to receive delegations like these, because they allow us to
strengthen relations with allied groups in the United States and also because it is a way of
expressing solidarity with the Salvadoran people.

Thank you for taking the time to read about our work
WWW.VOTB.ORG

